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NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two commands ensure that DSW1 becomes root bridge for
VLAN 10 and 20? (Choose two.)
A. spanning-tree mstp 1 priority 0
B. spanning-tree mst 1 root primary
C. spanning-tree mst 1 priority 4096
D. spanning-tree mst vlan 10,20 priority root
E. spanning-tree mst 1 priority 1
F. spanning-tree mstp vlan 10,20 root primary
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Based upon the output of show vlan on
switch CAT2, what can we conclude about interfaces Fa0/13 and
Fa0/14?
A. That interfaces Fa0/13
B. That interfaces Fa0/13
C. That interfaces Fa0/13
with another switch
D. That interfaces Fa0/13
E. That interfaces Fa0/13
with another switch
Answer: B

and Fa0/14 are in VLAN 1
and Fa0/14 are trunk interfaces
and Fa0/14 have a domain mismatch
and Fa0/14 are down
and Fa0/14 have a duplex mismatch

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two functions are performed by the Cisco Unified Contact
Center Enterprise CTI options for agents? (Choose two.)
A. presents information provided by the caller from the voice
response system
B. places outbound calls for agents in the Outbound Option
Progressive mode
C. presents caller data to agent in pre-call whisper with the
Cisco IP phone
D. controls call and agent state
E. accepts Instant Messaging requests from third-party chat
clients routed to the agent
Answer: A,D
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